
Lecture 5

Observation:

7 :transrusly orientable Reebless
M =non taken he no incompressible) lecompact

stas

associate to ofa compactobject

Deft: a Branched surface BCMP (compact)
isa compactspace locally modled by
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U=A p double point

p regular point p
=triple point

question:

given Im B branched surface
associate

by choosinga fine enough triangulation carefullyenough



(tetrahedra infoliated chart with rentices
in distinct nights)

·
leaf tetrahedron

· contain rentices

·disks

Ifleaf intersectrenter, do Denjoy renter
2 x ( x [0,1]

· Denjoy L1+ 2 x 20.1] 1 in 1 and Hil
for leaves (containgvertices ↓
free in. Haken normal

lamination form with respect
-

to triangulation
Pinch normallyisotopic taken disks to get

a branch surface



Gabai-Ortel:Mtsxs, 8Reebless

can choose B tobe essential

↳:MEs'xS,T3, I Reebless, can choose
B laminar

associate to B an I-fibered nbhd N(B)

↳-

- ->

a foliation (fully) Iiscarried byB if after some

Denjoy blow up theleaves ofI can

be isotoped to liein N(B)

everywhere II-fibers (and everyfiber sees 1)



hierarchies:

M Haken->I hierarchy
Si S2
M-M,-...Mn = 1B3s

0

Si incompressible, oriented, z-incompressible, properly embedded inM2- 1

Mi =Me -12 Si

elementaryobservation:
associated toa hierarchy is a branched surface

S2

↑ smooth 7 /By
using
< -

-> ---L %....

orientation nbhd -->
ann:
III

-

7adding si* can still smooth

Smooth
Usi -B = (s, ...,Sab



In*(babai)
M compact, oriented, irreducible
2M =HT(maybe o)
S-Thurston norm min in. He (m, 6M)1903
5tant folks to, 7, ofM st

(i) S:leaf of Fi
(ii) Folam, I, lom have no Reed annuli
(iii) to is finite depth
(iv) I, is8except possiblyalongIcomponents ofS

Cantwell - Conlon:

I M=33- i(K) examples
S.t. Ifastfinite depthand C

=>Flaik) nota folt bycircles

Cantwell-Conlon-R:

if 2M+0 then baban'sconstruction can be chosen
to yield (finite depth folk

7



Proof of GabaiTh*:
/

tant groomed

1) Show I "nice"hierarchie's

· existence statement
· triiteness

12

2) use niceness"to show comment. brunch

surface fullycarries a foll

Mo ---

Be = (5, . . . ,5i)

Mi =M - i(Bi)

:2Mi =2N(B1) =2 v2n
↑

natrial part
annwi

keep track ofvertical boundary

(Mo, (m, zrNB, ... (Mn, zrN(B))

deff:a sutured mildisa pair (Mir)

V=disjoint union of annuli



2M - r =R+() 0 R(r)

-

I-I
-A-
-
-

deff:a sutured manifold hierarchy
isa hierarchy ofsurturedmanifolds

S, S2

(M0,0)+(n,,y,)--- -(Mn,2) =(H(DxI),H(2D2x1))

Se =oriented, incompressible surface
(remove 2-incompressible

so need to be careful

process ends)

"Left."(,2)=tautsutured manifold
=) RIC) are norm minimizing

I needextra ...)

(M,r), z =H2 (M2M) -903

Claim:I St[S]=E and given (Mir) fact
and (m.r= (n!w), then (iv) tant



Proof:Thurston norm ball

Hint:see Schallemann's lieinhisnotes

finiteness:observation Itweak to orientable top hierarchy
can onlycutfinitelymanytimes with

So not homologous to a union ofdiss

for a handlebodycan use mediandiscs
to see in eventually stabilizes

..compl, regions DXE_


